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ABSTRACT

The dependence of electroluminescent yield on temperature for hydrogen

cosctivated (ZnS : Cu, Mn) type triple band emitting phosphors has been

investigated at various temperatures under varied operating conditions of

excitations. The influence of the excitation frequency, voltage and of emission

wiivelerifcUiu for the electroluminescent characteristics has also been observed

on temperature variations. The results have also been studied for temperature

dependences of emitting brightness under the excitation by UV-radiations of

3650 A.U. and a comparison is made between temperature dependent characteristics

of E.L. and PL-brightness of emissions. It was observed that, as usual,

brightness maxima on temperature scale varied vith alteration of operating

electric fields regarding frequency and voltage both for blue, green and

yellow orange emissions of attempted samples. The important thing which is

observed here, is that with regards the temperature El/-intensities vary

respectively for all respective emissions but emission peaks are not shifted on

wave-length scale. This no shift is due to the narrowly and compactly

distributed coactivitor levels of Hydrogen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The temperature dependent study yields interesting information on the

mechanism of electroluminescence with regard to the nature of electron

captures or traps in the lattice, The electron-trap levels , acting as

donors for initial electrons in the strong field region and as detainers for

returning electrons in the weak field region, exert a remarkable influence on

the emission characteristics.

The available information regarding these studies differs considerably

from author to author. The remarkable studies in this field for the blue,

green and yellow emissions of £nS : Cu, Cl and ZnS : Cu, Mn, Cl phosphors

were recently made by Brandt net- Vatin S'. She mentioned that brightness psakr.

of blue and green emissions for both single band or double band

emitting phosphors shift towards higher wavelengths with the rise in

temperature and brightness intensities for individual emissions have their own

characteristics. In continuation, the studies for hydrogen coactivated double

band electroluminophors of type ZnS : Cu(H) were made by Prakash in this

laboratory who observed a shift of brightness maximum on temperature scale

with regard to change in the operating field condition.

The present Investigations are aimed at extending these studies for

doubly activated and hydrogen coactivated phosphors of type ZnS : Cu, Mn(H),

which emit the different bands in blue-green and yellow-orange region.

Photoluminescent studies were also made comparing them with the electroluminescent

observations. The main and important achievement is that peak emissions were

maintained showing no shift on wavelength value vith the change of temperature

except a little towards longer wavelength in case of blue emission.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The phosphor powder investigated was inserted into a condenser type

permanent cell spraying phosphor solution in castor oil dielectric to deposit

a layer on conductive mica and sandwiching it by another conductive and transparent

mica sheet and over both the sides permanent type electrodes were made.

The cell was excited to luminescence either electrically by the audio-

oscillator cum wide band amplifier unit as usual or by 3650 A UV-radiations from a

high pressure Hg-1 amp coupled with the appropriate filter providing 3650 A
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radiations. The luminescent light emitted from the phosphor layer was measured

by the photomultiplier assembly. The time average photocurrent was measured

by an ultrasensitive micrometer.

The permanent type cell was mounted over a copper sheet platform

attached to a 10" long rod of copper. By putting this in a Dewarflask

containing liquid air, dry ice and freezing ice, and then in a vertical type of

cylindrical coil furnace-heater, we can achieve various temperatures which

could be conveniently measured with the help of a copper constanton thermocouple.

With freezing mixture of ice, Dry CO,, and liquid air we could get ambient

temperature;-, about -18 C, -7** C and near -1I4O C respectively. The temperatures

nuii'fi may also be changed by carying the dipped length of the rod in cooling

mixtures; and changing the current in replaceable electric heater.

The behaviour for the different peaks as regards temperature dependence

was studied individually using appropriate interference filters getting U060 A.U.,

5350 A.U. ur.d 'jH'iO A.U. for three main emissions in region of blue, green and

yellow emissions; of samples Znf> ; Cu, Mn(ll) under study. Observations for blue

i r, favoured by rise of frequency while for green ar.d yellow emissions these

studies may be done at ordinary excitations such as ^00 c/s and h^O volts.

3. KESULTG AMD DISCUSSIONS

Spectral distribution of EL emissions

Spectral analysis of the EL emission from the samples ZnS : Cu, Mn(H)

(Cu - ISS, Mn - 4.10 g/g ZnS) studied here at room temperatures shows

simultaneous evolution of blue, green and yellow-orange "bands. To make

lempi-'ruturo dependent, studie:; of KT.-brifihnonn we made observations at nearly

2.5 Kc/n and ^50 volt a where all the three emiasion bands appear simultaneously.

The temperature dependence of electroluminescence was measured at

various temperatures. The observed results are plotted In Fig. 1. The spectral

distribution of emitted Jicht. was found to change in intensity with regard to the

intensity of yollow emission of Mn Tails successively with temperatures having

peak value of emission around 1)800 A, the intensity of blue and green emissions
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shows rise and fall with the change of temperature. Brightness increases with

increasing temperature until the temperature is high enough to vacate all the

possible levels and then a decrease in emission with increasing temperature is

observed. The green emission of Cu rises from liquid air temperature upto

room temperature i.e. in regions between 0 C and 20 C maximum of intensity is

observed, and then it starts to fall. Blue has its maximum value near -15 C

and then starts to fall. However, with the rise of temperature, blue emission

peak was found to shift towards longer wavelengths, this effect may be

associated with the fact that rise of temperature permits deeper traps to

participate in radiative transitions for blue emission, ionizing them thermally

which were likely dead at lower temperatures. According to Klasens

the shift of blue towards longer wavelength region at higher temperature can be

explained by hole migration from empty blue levels to non-ionized green levels

or to quencher centres. This migration is dependent of temperature since the

escape of holes Is dependent of temperature. While the transitions from these

deeper traps are less probable at higher frequencies having less time of

escape and meanwhile direct release of electrons takes place providing a

shift towards shorter wavelength for blue emission peak. Thus we may here 'l

that blue emission is always favoured by low temperatures and high frequency.

The shifts of peak emissions like blue is not obtained for green and yellow

with rise of temperature. This is because of the fact that green emission is

associated with narrowly and compactly distributed hydrogen ' levels

associated with accepter levels of Cu, and yellow orange is associated with

characteristic interionic states of Mn

Spectral distribution of PL emissions

As shown in Fig. 2, we observed the spectral distribution of the

photoluminescent brightness under the excitation of UV radiations 3650 A.U.

appreciably differed in its behaviour with regard to the temperature dependence.

Against the observations or temperature dependent brightness for blue EL

emission, here intensity shows a rapid fall with the increase of temperature

showing steep decrease, while that for yellow emission of Mn here shows

intensity rise lowering the temperature but further decrease in temperatures

shows a rapid fall in the brightness. But for green emission of copper the

nature is somewhat similar to that observed in the case of electroluminescence.

Here also blue has a tendency towards green just as in the case of EL studies.

But in case of photoluminescence this shift is comparatively less but it swept

into green sooner with rise to temperature i.e. even near 30 C M_ue peak is not

capable of being evolved besides green.



Energy transfer phenomena

The brightness versus temperature curves for the three emissions, blue,

green and yellov can give an important reflection about the transfer of centres

to'one-another. The crossings of plots in Fig- 3 gives a clear out impact that

ordinarily at higher temperatures green emissions dominate aver the blue and

yellow but as temperature 1B lowered the green centreB transfer to Mn centre and ao

yellow emission startB to rise up over the green. Again at further lowering of

temperatures green has a tendency also to contribute to the blue giving rise to

its intensity of EL output, but this type of transfer in blue is less contributed

while in case of yellow this type of transfer is comparatively larger. In short,

we may conclude that donor-acceptor transitions among H S" levels of hydrogen

coactivator and copper acceptor contribute to support the EL output of blue

and yellow emissions, transferring energy contributions to blue centres as well

as to Mn centres. But however in case of photoluninescence, blue dominates

overall as seen in Fig. U, at lower te»peratures. As, is clear from the figure

the yellow emission curve crosses the blue and goes to down to lower intensities

at lower temperatures and thus it may be stated that in case of photoluminescence

yellow centres transfer energy to blue centres contributing for blue emission

developing it. This transfer is different and otherwise as it is in case of

electroluminescence. The cause of this may be associated to the famous mechanism

of photo excitation, according to which an electron of valence band directly

goes to conduction band and then after the diffusion of charges like electron

and hole in respective bands which after recombination provides respective

emissions.

2) As the temperature of cell is raised, the number of available electrons

taking part in radiative transitions is increased, increasing brightness,

output which after saturation starts to diminish, with further rise of
temperature, because of thermal quenching.

3) The spectral distribution peaks of blue emission moves towards longer

wavelength with rise of temperature escaping electrons from deeper traps

because of inducive thermal excitation. Such emission shifts are not

observed in the case of green and yellow emission as they involved

narrowly distributed levels of H-coactivators and characteristic excited

ionic states of Mn .
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k. CONCLUSION

He believe that the results, presented here, confirm those of previous

studies with regard to the dominant role of hydrogen coactivation preventing

the shifts in spectral values of emission because of its narrowly distributed

donor levels within small width. In a summarized form, ve may state as follows:

1) It is concluded that the brightness output of electroluminescence is

largely the result of electron traps contributing to the radiative transitions

by releasing the electrons during return process affected by excitation field,

frequency and temperature respectively. Temperature dependent electro-

luminescence is thus the interrelated effect of voltage, frequency and

temperature. -6-
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FIGUHE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Spectral distribution of E.L, Output of ZnS : Cu, Mn (H) triple band

emitting phosphor at different temperatures. (E.L. cell excited by

2.5 ke/s, 1*50 volts.)

Fig. 2 Curves showing spectral distribution of photoluminescence of

ZnS : Cu, Mn (H) triple band emitting sample at different voltages.

Fig. 3 E.L. brightness vs temperature curves for three isolated emission bands

of ZnS : Cu, Mn (H).

Fig. k Brightness vs temperature curves under photoexcitation by 3650 UV-radiations

for three isolated emission bands of ZnS : Cu, Mn (H).
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